2017 IHSAA SOCCER EXAM

Place

Question

1

A22 receives a first caution and
is required to leave the field.
Team A can substitute for A22
with a player from the bench.

Team B can substitute an
unlimited number of players as
long as each substitute has
reported to the scorer or
nearest official prior to being
beckoned in as a player.

Team B can substitute from the Team B can substitute up to 11 None of the above.
bench an equal number of
players from the bench.
players as Team A is
substituting.

Which of the following are
considered legal equipment for
players?
The referee observes a foul, but
does not penalize it because
she perceives an advantage;
however, the advantage does
not develop.

Head protector for the
goalkeeper.

A hockey-goalie type mask.

The referee will let play
continue because the
advantage was given.

The referee will stop play,
caution the player who
committed the original foul and
re-start with an indirect free
kick.

2

3

Answer Choice 1

Answer Choice 2

A10 is in an offside position.
Penalized for being offside and Issued a caution for being
After receiving a pass from B7, award an indirect free kick to
offside and award an indirect
B9 accidentally passes the ball Team B.
free kick to Team B.
to A10. A10 should be:

Answer Choice 3

Answer Choice 4

A soft-padded head band which A and C
meets ASTM standards.
The referee will stop play,
caution the player who
committed the original foul and
re-start with a direct free kick.

The referee shall immediately
stop play and penalize the
original foul.

Allowed to continue with play.

Award a drop ball.

4

5

A2, in an offside position,
receives a goal kick taken by
B1. The referee shall:

The referee will stop play,
caution the player who
committed the original foul and
re-start with an indirect free
kick.

Only call offside if a goal is
scored.

6

A3 receives the ball directly
Cautioned and award an
from a corner kick taken by A5, indirect free kick to the
while A3 is standing in an
opposing team.
offside position. A3 should be:

Penalized for being offside.

7

B19 is standing in an offside
Allowed to continue with play so Allowed to continue with play.
position. B12 kicks the ball
long as B19 passes the ball to
forward but the ball deflects off B12.
A11 to B19. B19 should be:

Player A of the attacking team Award an indirect free kick to
is clearly in an offside position Team B.
when her teammate delivers
the ball to her with a throw-in.
She collects the ball and kicks it
into the goal. The referee
should:

Award a goal kick to Team B.

8

Cautioned and retake the
corner kick.

Allow play to continue as this is The referee will stop play,
permitted by rule.
caution the player who
committed the original foul and
re-start with a direct free kick.

Award a goal to Team A.

Allowed to continue with play.

Answer Choice 5

Correct
Answer

Rule Reference Mandatory

4

3-3-3

4

4-2-1; 4-2-9

4

5-3-1d

3

11-1-4

3

11-1-2

3

11-1-2

3

11-1-2 and
Diagram 20

2

11-1-2

Issued a verbal warning for
being in an offside position.

Issued a caution for being
offside.

Award a re-take to Team A.
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Place

Question

Answer Choice 1

Answer Choice 2

Answer Choice 3

Answer Choice 4

Disallow the goal and award a
goal kick to Team B.

9

Player A2 is in an offside
Disallow the goal and award an Allow the goal.
position when player A3 takes a indirect free kick to Team B.
shot on goal which the
goalkeeper attempts to save
and rebounds from the
goalkeeper to A2. A2 shoots
and scores. Ruling:

The referee should allow A6 to The referee should not allow A6
return to the game if his coach to return until the opponent is
has him report in, per Rule 3-4- able to return.
1.

10

A6 has banged heads with an The referee should not allow A6 The referee may allow A6 to
opponent while trying to head a to return to the game under any return to the game if he sees a
high ball. The referee has
circumstances.
doctor's signed permission slip.
stopped play and has
determined that A6 has signs of
a possible concussion. The
referee requires A6 to leave the
field.
If a team repeatedly substitutes The referee will take no action.
to consume time:

The referee will stop the time
and allow the substitution.

11

12

13

14

15

The referee will allow the
substitution, but will admonish
the coach.

Correct
Answer

Rule Reference Mandatory

Disallow the goal and award a
penalty kick to Team A.

The referee will order the timer
to stop time and notify the
coach of the offending team.
Repetition may be construed as
unsporting conduct.

Play has been stopped for a
The referee should ignore A4's The referee should show A4 a The referee should show A4 a
foul by A4. The referee has
statement.
red card and allow A9 to enter red card and not allow A9 to
stopped the clock and has
the field.
enter the field.
given A4 a caution (yellow
card). As the referee is walking
with the player towards the
Team A bench to report the
caution to the coaches. A4
directs insulting language to the
referee. A9, a substitute who is
waiting to enter the game for
A4, has not been beckoned
onto the field by the referee.

The referee should show A4 a
yellow card, followed by a red
card and not allow A9 to enter
the game.

Team A has been awarded a
corner kick. Players from both
teams are at the scorer's table
ready to enter as a substitute.

Team A is allowed to substitute. No substitution is allowed.

Team B is allowed to substitute.

The visiting coach does not
have a roster with her at the
game site.

The game may not begin until
the coach provides a roster.

Before the game, the referee
observes that A5 is wearing a
very large knee brace.

A5 may not participate in the
game while wearing a knee
brace.

Both teams are allowed to
substitute.

Answer Choice 5

1

11-1-4

2

3-3-2b(3)

4

3-7

3

3-3-6; 12-8-2f

3

3-3-4b; 3-3-5

The game may begin if the
coach promises to provide a
roster by the end of the game.

The game may begin if the
coach promises to provide a
roster by halftime.

The game may begin, but the
referee should remind the
coach that a roster is required
for future games.

1

3-1-3

A5 may participate in the game
while wearing a knee brace if it
is completely covered with a
neoprene sleeve.

A5 may participate in the game
while wearing a knee brace if it
has not been altered from the
manufacturer's original product.

A5 may participate in the game
while wearing a knee brace if
she can show the referee a
doctor's permission slip.

3

4-2-1f
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Place

Question
The varsity home team jersey
must be:

Answer Choice 1
Striped.

Answer Choice 2
A light color.

Answer Choice 3
Solid white.

Answer Choice 4

17

The official timer restarts the
Time is restarted when the ball Time is restarted when the
clock when the cautioned player is put into play.
referee blows the whistle.
leaves the field.

The ball continues to be in play. The referee shall stop play and The referee shall award a throwgive the ball back to Team A for in to Team B.
a throw-in.

A14 is running toward the goal. Award an indirect free kick to
Her teammate, A12, kicks the Team B for incidental contact.
ball toward A14. A14 did not
see the ball coming and the ball
strikes her in the back of the
hand as her hand is at her side.
The proper call would be to:

Award a direct free kick to
Team B.

Player A is frustrated with his
Do not take any action and
play and argues with a
allow play to continue.
teammate, using a series of
obscenities, not directed at
anyone, but heard by everyone.

Caution Player A.

During an inspection of the field, The referee should notify the
the referees note that the team home team to correct the
areas are not marked. What
situation for future games.
should be the referee's
response?

The game will not start until the The game will begin without the Both A and C.
team areas are properly
proper markings and the
marked.
referees should contact the
state association regarding this
situation.
At the start of the second
period.

22

An unlimited number of players When a goal is scored.
may be substituted from the
bench except in which of the
following situations:

23

B10 is apparently injured. The
referee has stopped play and
summoned the Team B trainer
onto the field of play.

The Team A coach may give
instruction to the Team A
players but the Team B coach
must only attend to the injured
player.

19

20

21

Neither coach may give
coaching instruction to his or
her players during the injury
stoppage.

Allow play to continue as the
handling was incidental, but
issue a caution to the player at
the next stoppage of play.

The referee shall disqualify
Player A.

When a player is injured and
removed from the field.

The Team B coach may only
give instructions to the
substitute for B10.

Rule Reference Mandatory

3

4-1-1a

2

7-4-2

2

9-1-2e

4

12-2

3

12-8-2f

4

IHSAA
Adaptation

4

3-3-3b; 3-3-2

4

3-3-3 Situation
H

As soon as the substitute enters
the field, time is restarted.

During the course of play near The referee shall award an
the touchline, the official notes indirect kick for the violation.
that Player A is running outside
the field of play and is playing
the ball, which is inside the field
of play.

18

Correct
Answer

A dark color.

16

A player is cautioned and the
referee orders the clock to be
stopped:

Answer Choice 5

Allow play to continue.

Do not take any action, but
address the situation in the
game report.

When a player is cautioned.

Both coaches may give their
teams coaching instruction.

X
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Place

Question
The jurisdiction of the officials
shall begin:

Answer Choice 1
No later than 15 minutes prior
to the start of the game.

24

Answer Choice 3

On arrival at the field of play
and its immediate
surroundings.

As soon as the game starts.

The referee shall rule no goal
and order the kick to be
retaken.

The referee shall caution the
player for unsporting conduct.

Answer Choice 4

25

The referee should caution A6 The referee should ignore A6
for delaying the restart of the
and signal for the restart of the
play and also caution him for
play.
dissent. The referee should
then disqualify A6 for receiving
a second caution.

The referee should move to a
spot 10 yards closer to the goal
defended by Team A and urge
A6 to retreat to that position.

26

B9 is tripped by A6. The
The referee should caution A6
referee stops play and awards and require him to leave the
a free kick to Team B. A6
field of play.
remains at the spot of the foul,
between the ball and the goal
defended by Team A, arguing
that B9 fell over his leg and that
there was no trip.
A player has a physical
The player is not allowed to
impairment which limits him/her take a throw-in.
to use only one hand.

The impaired player can make The impaired player may kick
a sidearm throw.
the ball into play.

The impaired player shall
deliver the ball from behind and
over the head in one continuous
motion.

Player A2 takes a corner kick, The player is deemed offside
the ball hits the goalpost and
and an indirect free kick is
rebounds back to A2, who then awarded to the defense.
kicks the ball into the goal.

The play is stopped and the
corner kick is retaken.

Team A has been awarded an Award a goal.
indirect free kick 22 yards from
the Team B goal. Four Team A
players are standing near the
ball. A8 taps the top of the ball
with his foot and the ball does
not move. A5 then kicks the
ball, which enters the Team B
goal without being touched by
any other player.

Have Team A retake the kick.

When observing a foul, the
assistant referee shall:

Wave the flag and point the
flag in the direction of the free
kick.

28

29

Hold the flag vertically until
acknowledged by the referee.

30

31

A player who is not listed on the TRUE
roster scores a goal. The
referee disallows the goal. This
is the proper procedure.

Answer Choice 5

Correct
Answer

Rule Reference Mandatory

As soon as the referee enters
the field of play.

Player A2, in taking a penalty
kick, approaches the ball and
then stops abruptly. The
goalkeeper dives to the side.
A2 then kicks the ball and
scores.

27

The referee shall award a goal
and restart with a kickoff.

Answer Choice 2

The referee shall not award a
goal and restart the game with
a goal kick.

The referee stops play and
awards a throw-in to the
defense.

This is illegal and an indirect
free kick is awarded to the
opponent.

Award a goal kick.

Caution Player A8 for
unsporting behavior.

Hold the flag vertically until
Point the flag in the direction of
acknowledged by the referee,
the free kick.
wave the flag and point the flag
in the direction of the free kick.

2

5-1-2

2

14-1-4; PR
14.1.4 Situation
B

1

13-3-1

4

15-1-2

4

17-1-5; 13-3-3;
17.1.5 Situation

3

13-2-2

3

Assistant
Referee Signals

2

3-1-3

FALSE
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Place

32

33

34

35

Question
A substitute becomes a player
when he/she is beckoned onto
the field of play, at which time
the replaced individual is no
longer a player.

Answer Choice 1
TRUE

Answer Choice 2

Answer Choice 4

FALSE

Prior to the game, the referee
TRUE
recognizes that members of
Home Team A are wearing
white jerseys with red
undershirts of similar length.
The referee declares the red
undershirts as legal. This is the
proper ruling.

FALSE

Knee braces that are unaltered TRUE
from the manufacturer's original
design/production are legal and
do not require any additional
padding.

FALSE

A soft-padded headband is
permitted.

FALSE

36

37

The home team has video
TRUE
equipment to tape and replay
the game action. The home
team asks the referee to review
tape for evidence in the case of
a disallowed goal. The referee
shall not view the videotape.
The head referee or center
referee shall:

38

39

Correct
Answer

Rule Reference Mandatory

1

3-3-6

2

4-1-1(d)

1

4-1-1(a)

1

4-2-1(f)

1

4-2-9

1

5-1-2

4

5-3-2

1

7-2-1

FALSE

Determine whether a goal shall Have the power to make
count if the officials disagree.
decisions on any point not
specifically covered in the
rules.

The halftime interval shall be 10 TRUE
minutes unless the opposing
coaches mutually agree to a
different length.

Answer Choice 5

FALSE

Prior to the game, the referee
TRUE
recognizes that members of
Team A are wearing red shorts
with white compression shorts
of similar length. The referee
declares the white compression
shorts as illegal. This is the
proper ruling.

TRUE

Answer Choice 3

Confirm or overrule the
assistant referee's signals
(diagonal system of control
only).

All of the above

FALSE
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Place

Question
A goal may be scored directly
from the kickoff.

Answer Choice 1
TRUE

Answer Choice 2

Answer Choice 3

Answer Choice 4

41

42

TRUE

The kicker may not play the ball TRUE
until it has been played or
touched by another player on
either team.

The ball is in play at all other
times, including:

45

46

47

Rule Reference Mandatory

1

8-1-3

2

8-1-3

1

8-1-4

4

9-1-2

2

10-1-1

1

12-3

1

4-1-2

2

3-1-1

FALSE

FALSE

When it rebounds from a corner When it touches an official on
flag post.
the field of play.

43

44

Correct
Answer

FALSE

40

To start the game, the ball is in
play when it moves in any
direction.

Answer Choice 5

A goal is scored when any part TRUE
of the ball passes beyond the
goal line, between the goal
posts and under the crossbar
provided it has not been
deliberately thrown, carried or
propelled by the hand or arm of
a player of the attacking team.

FALSE

The penalty for a player holding TRUE
or pushing an opponent with the
hand(s) or arm(s) extended
from the body is a direct free
kick for the opponent.

FALSE

It is recommended that team
TRUE
captains wear an upper arm
band of a contrasting color.
The captain's band, if worn,
shall be worn on the upper arm.

FALSE

The referee observes that
TRUE
Team A has 12 players in the
game before the game is
restarted following a goal by A2.
The goal is allowed and the
game is restarted with a goal
kick by Team B.

FALSE

When a drop ball touches the
ground.

All of the above
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Place

48

49

Question

Answer Choice 1

Answer Choice 2

An athlete removed from the
TRUE
game with blood on his/her
uniform may not return until the
uniform is free of blood or has
been provided a changed
uniform.

FALSE

Player A fouls Opponent B in
TRUE
the penalty area, resulting in a
penalty kick for Team B. Player
B leave the game due to an
injury and the substitute for
Player B wants to take the
penalty kick. The referee
should allow substitute Player B
to take the penalty kick.

FALSE

The shorts of the home team
are required to be white.

FALSE

TRUE

50

Both socks shall be the same
TRUE
color, with the home team
wearing solid white socks and
the visiting team wearing socks
of a single dominant color, but
not necessarily the color of the
jersey.

FALSE

Prior the game, the referee
TRUE
recognizes that the home team
is wearing red jerseys. After
conferring with the head coach,
no switch in uniform can take
place. To begin the game, the
referee should caution the head
coach for having illegally
equipped players.

FALSE

FALSE

53

In the event a game must be
TRUE
suspended because of
conditions which make it
impossible to continue play, the
head referee shall declare it an
official game if one complete
half or more has been played
and a winner can be
determined.

FALSE

54

A player in an offside position
receiving the ball from an
opponent, who deliberately
plays the ball (except from a
deliberate save), is not
considered to have gained an
advantage.

51

52

TRUE

Answer Choice 3

Answer Choice 4

Answer Choice 5

Correct
Answer

Rule Reference Mandatory

1

3-3-3(d)1

2

3-3-2(b)4

2

4-1-1(a)

1

4-1-1(a)

2

4-1-1(a)

1

7-1-3

1

11-1-4
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Place

55

56

57

58

59

Question

Answer Choice 1

Answer Choice 2

Obstruction is the deliberate act TRUE
by a player, not in possession of
the ball and/or not attempting to
play the ball, of running
between an opponent and the
ball or using the body as an
obstacle.

FALSE

A sliding tackle is a maneuver
in which one or both feet slide
on the ground in an attempt to
tackle the ball which is in
possession of an opponent.

FALSE

TRUE

Possession is defined as a live TRUE
ball controlled by a team, player
or a goalkeeper. A controlled
ball is one which may be
passed, thrown, dribbled or shot
on goal.

FALSE

During a corner kick, players of TRUE
the defending team shall be at
least 8 yards from the ball until
it has been kicked.

FALSE

At the taking of a goal kick, the TRUE
goalkeeper can pick up the ball
to put it into play.

FALSE

A goal may not be scored
directly from a throw-in.

FALSE

TRUE

60

61

62

While a throw-in is being taken, TRUE
an opponent shall stand at least
two yards from the point at
which the throw-in is being
taken.

FALSE

During a penalty kick, the
opposing goalkeeper shall
stand on the goal line, facing
the kicker, between the goal
posts, until the attacker
approaches the ball, then
he/she may move toward the

FALSE

TRUE

Answer Choice 3

Answer Choice 4

Answer Choice 5

Correct
Answer

Rule Reference Mandatory

1

12-5

1

18-1-1(ll)

1

18-1-1(hh)

2

17-1-2

2

16-1-5

1

15-1-1

1

15-1-3

2

14-1-3
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Place

63

64

65

Question

Answer Choice 1

Answer Choice 2

A protective face mask may be TRUE
worn by a player with a facial
injury. The mask may be made
of hard material, but must be
worn molded to the face. A
medical release for the injured
player signed by an appropriate
health-care professional shall
be available at the game site.

FALSE

A player is wearing a single
TRUE
colored 2-inch headband. This
is legal equipment.

FALSE

During pregame warm-up, the
referee observes that A2 is
wearing a rolled up bandanna
tied around his/her head. The
referee declares this illegal
equipment.

FALSE

TRUE

The head referee, head
TRUE
coaches, and team captains are
required to meet in a pregame
conference.

FALSE

When a team repeatedly
TRUE
substitutes to consume time, a
referee shall order the timer to
stop the time clock during such
substitutions and shall notify the
coach of the offending team.
The repetition may be
construed as unsporting
conduct.

FALSE

FALSE

68

It is required that substitutes
TRUE
wear distinguishing pinnies
when warming up outside of the
team area.

FALSE

69

Player A enters the game
TRUE
wearing white socks with green
tape/stays/straps. The official
should allow him/her to play.

66

67

Answer Choice 3

Answer Choice 4

Answer Choice 5

Correct
Answer

Rule Reference Mandatory

1

4-2-8

1

4-2-3

1

4-2-2

1

5-2-2(d)

1

3-6

2

4-1-3

2

4-1-1(b)
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Place

70

71

72

73

74

75

Question
The assistant referees are
responsible for verifying the
score and reporting any
disqualifications and unusual
incidents to the proper
authorities.

Answer Choice 1
TRUE

Answer Choice 2

Answer Choice 3

Answer Choice 4

Answer Choice 5

Correct
Answer

Rule Reference Mandatory

FALSE

A goal may be scored directly TRUE
from a goalkeeper's throw, punt
or drop-kick.

FALSE

Player A2 is penalized for
TRUE
obstructing the goalkeeper near
the right goal post. The proper
procedure is to award an
indirect free kick to Team B.
This kick may be taken
anywhere in the goal area.

FALSE

It is interfering with an opponent TRUE
when a Team A player prevents
an opponent from playing or
being able to play the ball by
clearly obstructing the
opponent's line of vision or
movement of challenging an
opponent for the ball.

FALSE

A tackle is the use of the feet to TRUE
take a ball away from a player
in control.

FALSE

A goal differential of 10 goals or TRUE
more at halftime or any time
during the second half will result
in the game being immediately
ended.

FALSE

2

5-4

1

10-1-2(g)

1

13-1-3

1

18-1(u)

1

18-1(pp)

1

IHSAA Adaptation

X

